
Keysight Technologies
Switch to EXG Signal Generators for Improved  
RF Radio Design and Test

Transmit high quality signals to improve receiver and link performance

3 reasons to switch  
 
Greater confidence in your 
design

Test your device’s BER under fading 
conditions to simulate movement 
through several different applications.
 

Improved EVM measurements
Keysight EXG’s EVM performance 
means you can transmit quality signals 
to accurately characterize modulation 
performance.
 

Easily meet ACPR standards 
Use industry leading high output 
power and ACPR to test your device’s 
dynamic range and meet the radio 
standards.

When it comes to placing a call, streaming a video, or sending an email, RF radios play 
an integral part in every day communications and data sharing.  As RF radio-based tech-
nologies evolve, consumers’ data throughput expectations become more demanding, 
while they are simultaneously becoming more and more price-sensitive.  This scenario 
places tremendous pressure on designers to create sophisticated designs at low cost.  

With the N5172B EXG signal generator’s unique fading applications, industry leading 
ACPR and improved EVM, you can accomplish this challenge by designing and testing 
better and more robust RF devices, meet performance goals, and keep your budget 
intact.
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1
Test device BER under fading conditions
Evaluate wireless communication systems 
by testing their performance in response to 
real-world conditions, such as testing device 
BER under fading conditions. 

The Keysight N7605B Signal Studio for real-time fading software together with 
an N5172B EXG vector signal generator provides a comprehensive software 
and hardware toolset for designing and verifying wireless signal processing 
devices. This solution applies real-time fading to a baseband signal all in a single 
general-purpose signal generator.

2
Accurately test the quality of modulated signals 
EVM, a merit of modulation error, is being used 
more and more by engineers to test the quality of 
modulated signals.  

With the Keysight EXG, you achieve groundbreaking EVM performance at a lower 
cost than with any other equivalent test equipment.  The EXG’s excellent modulation 
quality  can keep pace with rapidly emerging technologies and standards requiring 
higher order modulation standards.

3
Improved ACPR with high output power
Industry leading output power and ACPR 
allows you to test your device’s dynamic range 
and still meet the radio standards.

The Keysight EXG allows you to transmit high power signals while maintaining 
excellent signal quality.  The low ACPR provides you the flexibility to design more 
technically advanced devices and truly characterize the performance during test.

The EXG is the only general-purpose signal analyzer on the market that offers SISO fading, superior 
EVM performance and the best RF output power available at this price point.

Get more out of your equipment 
while taking less out of your budget

The transmitted 64 QAM, 50 MSa/s signal is 
demodulated and the EVM shown is 0.343%.    

MIMO fading No

Number of fading paths 6 at 160 MHz
12 at 80 MHz
24 at 40 MHz

802.11p support Yes

Dynamic fading profiles (required by 3GPP FDD Standards)

Birth defect fading Yes

Moving delay propogation Yes

High speed train fading Yes

Summary of support with the N7605B Signal Studio for real time 
fading and the N5172B EXG.

EVM =  342.93       m%rms
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